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	2018 July New CompTIA Cloud+ CV0-002 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE Free Updated Today! Following are some new

CV0-002 Real Exam Questions:1.|2018 Latest CV0-002 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 270Q&As

Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/cv0-002.html2.|2018 Latest CV0-002 Exam Questions & Answers

Download:https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1nkSLijcSM4wNEm6YJKhCl9QqrK8Ynfi7?usp=sharing Q34A new application

with availability SLA requirements of 99.99% has been deployed in a cloud. For a test spanning a month, which of the following

unavailability times would mean the test was successful? (Select TWO).A. 1 minuteB. 4 minutesC. 10 minutesD. 30 minutesE. 60

minutesAnswer: A,BQ35A company's security policy requires full disk encryption on all clients with preboot enabled. The

encryption server is hosted, and the requirement is to push an update to all endpoints. Which of the following is the BEST method to

test and apply the update with minimal disruption to end users?A. Access the API of the encryption server, develop a custom script,

and then update all endpoints.B. Access the web UI portal of the encryption server, apply the update to the test group, validate, and

then update all endpoints.C. Add the update to the standard desktop configuration image, apply the update to a test VM, and then

reimage clients.D. Access the web UI of the encryption server and disable preboot, apply the update, test, and then deploy the update

to all endpoints.Answer: BQ36A technician receives a report of system utilization: 

 Which of the following additional resources should the technician add FIRST given the trend data shown above?A. CPUB.

DiskC. BandwidthD. RAMAnswer: BQ37A cloud architect is tasked with isolating traffic between subnets in an IaaS platform. The

networks should be able to statefully communicate with each other. Given this scenario, which of the following should the architect

implement?A. Configure security groups.B. Configure HIPS policies.C. Configure IDS policies.D. Configure a network ACL.

Answer: AQ38A cloud administrator is provisioning several user accounts that have administrator rights to assets using JSON

within an IaaS cloud platform. The administrator is required to configure "alternate" settings using the API. Given this scenario,

which of the following elements would allow the administrator to meet these requirements in the JSON file?A. StatementB. EffectC.

ResourceD. ConditionAnswer: AQ39Before doing a change on a VM, a systems administrator wants to ensure there is an easy and

fast way to rollback if needed. The change and testing should take approximately two hours. Which of the following is the EASIEST

way to meet this requirement?A. Create a snapshot on the hypervisor.B. Make an on-demand, incremental backup to a VTL.C. Make

an on-demand, full backup to a secondary location.D. Create a snapshot on a remote storage array.Answer: AQ40The CSA needs to

install a patch on 58 virtual server instances during the Friday evening maintenance window. Which of the following is the MOST

efficient way to get the patches installed?A. Use the patch management tool to automate and orchestrate the patch installation.B. Use

a security vulnerability scanning tool to apply the patch automatically.C. Schedule the patch to install from a remote file server upon

server reboot.D. Connect the server instances to the Internet to download the patch automatically.Answer: AQ41A recent

advertisement campaign has increased traffic to an e-commerce application that is hosted within a public cloud environment.

Customers are reporting that it takes too long to load their pages and submit orders. A cloud administrator looks at the metrics from

the environment and sees high utilization of the CPU and memory resources. The cloud provider offers several preconfigured sizes

for server template: x-small, small, medium, large, x-large, and 2x-large.  

 ]Given an expected increase in workload, which of the following is the BEST solution to improve application performance?
A. Change the server template size for Inxpc003 to 2x-large.B. Provision additional Inxpc servers using the 2x-large template.C.

Add memory to Inxpc002, Inxpc003, and Inxpc003.D. Change the role of Inxw001 from web to application.Answer: AQ42A

company wants to leverage a SaaS provider for its back-office services, and security is paramount. Which of the following solutions

should a cloud engineer deploy to BEST meet the security requirements?A. FirewallB. IPS/IDSC. Proxy gatewayD. CASBAnswer:
DQ43A company upgraded a hosted vulnerability scanner to the latest version, and now tickets are not being created to assign

critical vulnerabilities. After confirming the ticketing issue, all the scanning services are confirmed to be running on the VM. Which
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of the following is the MOST likely cause and best method to fix the issue?A. There was an IP change to the VM. Make changes to

the server properties.B. The upgrade has a bug Reboot the server and attempt the upgrade again.C. The vulnerability scanner is on a

different subnet. Open the ports, and it will reconnect.D. There is an application compatibility issue. Roll back to the previous

working backup.Answer: DQ44A system's application servers need to be patched. The requirements for maintenance work are as

follows:System downtime is not allowed.The application server in use must be in the sane patch status. System performance must be

maintained during patching work. Testing after patching must be done before the application server is in use. If any trouble occurs,

recover the previous version in ten minutes. Which of the following methodologies should be selected?A. Rolling updateB. Patching

directlyC. Blue-green deploymentD. Three staging environmentsAnswer: D!!!RECOMMEND!!!1.|2018 Latest CV0-002 Exam

Dumps (PDF & VCE) 270Q&As Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/cv0-002.html2.|2018 Latest CV0-002 Exam Questions

& Answers Download: YouTube Video: YouTube.com/watch?v=6cP9S2TKKb0
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